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Essentialism and Affirmative Myopia in Literature
Bonus material

Why did I give this character their particular personalities and traits? 
How did this character develop their personality and traits? 

Are any of the personalities and traits I’ve handed out to my characters based solely on
the most obvious identity markers they carry, such as their gender, race, ethnicity, and
sexuality? (If yes, note down which.)
When I go online and do a search combining the identity markers these characters have
and the personalities and traits I gave them, do any of these combinations seem to
perpetuate existing stereotypes? 

The Two Steps of Representation Checklist asked you which personalities and traits
you attributed to characters with which identity marker(s). This checklist will expand on that

question. 
 

If you haven’t gone through the questions on that checklist yet, we suggest you do that first.
You can find it here: https://representationmatters.art/2021/10/28/episode5.

 
The How to Avoid Essentialism and Affirmative Myopia Checklist

 
Essentialism

 
Essentialism is the assumption that groups, categories or classes of objects have one or several
defining features exclusive to all members of that category. Some studies of race or gender, for

instance, assume the presence of essential characteristics distinguishing one race from another or the
feminine from the masculine. (Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin 2013)

 
Questions to ask yourself:

 
For each character

 

 
In general
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If yes, can I think of any reasons beyond biology why these characters have these
particular personalities and traits? 
If I can’t think of any good reasons beyond biology, how can I best change or tweak these
characters’ personalities and traits to make sure I don’t repeat potentially harmful
representations?

Which characters do I want my readers to root for? Who are the “good ones” in my story?
Which identity markers do these characters have?
Which characters do I want my readers to dislike or be against? Who are the “bad ones”
in my story?
Which identity markers do these characters have? 
How have I created contrast between my “good” characters and my “bad” characters? 
Does this contrast potentially and unnecessarily hurt the community my “bad” characters
belong to based on the identity markers I gave them? 
Have I excluded any characters with specific identity markers to paint my “good”
characters in a better light or give them more of the floor? 

Affirmative myopia

Affirmative myopia happens when a ‘good’ or ‘better’ representation of one specific group comes at the
expense of the representation of another group. This can show up in two ways:

 
1) the creation or exaggeration of negative representations of other groups

2) the exclusion of other groups

Questions to ask yourself:

Check out representationmatters.art for more resources.
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